...amid sky and sea

...amid sky and sea
Set on the West Coast of Mauritius, arguably
the most beautiful part of the island, La
Tourelle

Ocean

View

Residence

is

a

wonderful development that is conceived
under the “Real Estate Scheme”. The project
is composed of 48 luxury apartments, each
offering a breathtaking sea view of the Bay
of Tamarin.

The development will be built amongst the
beautiful vegetation of the La Tourelle
Mountain, the most impressive mountain of
the Savanne range. In the heart of the
community of Tamarin, in the Black River
district, La Tourelle Ocean View Residence is
within minutes of the most reputed public
beaches and superb infrastructure such as
luxury shops, five-star beach resorts with
splendid golf courses, schools, medical and
other facilities. Some of the features that
make living in Mauritius feel like being at
home…

natural harmony
Everything here is about a sense of balance and natural
harmony. The eco-design combines energy efficiency and
low maintenance for both a healthy and pleasant life. Rain
water is collected and recycled for the sanitary installations
and wastewater is in turn recycled for irrigation purposes.
Each apartment block has a solar water heater thus
reducing electricity consumption.
For perfect harmony the developers of La Tourelle OCEAN
VIEW have tried to anticipate the perception of the
neighbouring residents. Indeed, seen from below, the
property integrates seamlessly with the mountain backdrop
to a stone belt that serves as a jewel case to the luxurious
apartments. An architectural proposal that blends with the
natural scenery... naturally!

the façade
A striking façade: seen from downhill, natural field stone, with their
brown colour variations, match the rocky outcrops and cliffs of the
mountain. The extensive use of timber as a screen at upper levels
complements the natural aspect of the stone façade and reduces the
perception of a building mass. The apartments thus blend smoothly into
the hillside of La Tourelle mountain. At night, these elements act as
diaphanous lanterns in the skyline of Tamarin.

ideal tropical life
Relax in a warm scented bath as you gaze at the
most breathtaking ocean view.

the west coast
art of living
Seen by many as the choice destination on Mauritius,
the West Coast provides sheltered beaches fringed by
palm trees and trickling down to the calm, turquoise waters
of the Indian Ocean.The lagoon is an oasis for water sports from
snorkeling and scuba diving to sailing and catamaran cruises. La
Tourelle OCEAN VIEW is within minutes of the most reputed public
beaches: La Preneuse, with its historical Martello Tower,Tamarin Bay, a
surfers’ spot as well as a rendezvous for nature lovers who would cherish
an encounter with dolphins and whales...
The West also has stunning inland scenery: the tropical rainforest of the
Black River Gorges is easily accessible. And yet, not far away, actually
only a few minutes’ drive from the property, one can find urban
features like luxury shopping malls, five-star beach resorts with
splendid golf courses or animal parks.
Tamarin village is truly authentic; simple houses and the people
who remain open and friendly. Some consider the place as
magic, if not mystic...
This is the place where you can simply relax in the
privacy of your luxury apartment with an icecold cocktail in hand as the sun sets on
another day in Mauritius.

the veranda
Built in a contemporary style, with traditional local materials – stone,
slate and wood – the apartments are imbued with an indefinable
feeling of calm and serenity. A purpose designed curved timber
pergola act as a sun screen to the building. The pergola is also a
support for creeping plants that significantly reduces the heat
transmission and provides natural ventilation to the loggia and terrace
area. Here, the internal and external living areas are entwined and
linked to the panoramic vistas beyond.

a sense of balance

The interior and the exterior blend in seamless harmony. Spacious and open floor plan leads out to a large terrace;
large openings, terraces and pergolas contribute to perfect brightness and ventilation; generous kitchen countertops,
custom cabinetry, as well as a contemporary colour and materials theme: the eco-design combines energy efficiency
and low maintenance for both a healthy and pleasant life and the architecture magnifies the oceanic panorama.

the bedroom
Your calm and spacious bedroom offers the most beautiful views you
can imagine - the sparkling Indian Ocean as far as the eyes can see.

well-being
Up ahead on the mountain, the terrace is the perfect place to enjoy... a
refreshing swim! This beautiful infinity pool drives you close to the sky and
to the ocean waves at the same time. Enjoy one of the most
breathtaking views you can imagine: the sparkling Indian Ocean,
stretching as far as the eye can see. And thus you experience the
sensation of being suspended between the firmament and the ocean.
And to add wellness to your personal harmony, the development also
provides common facilities such as a gym and a hammam.

Origin:
Volcanic

Currency:
Mauritian Rupees (RS)

Population:
1.2 million

Climate:
Summer – Nov to Apr: 23°C to 33°C
Winter – May to Oct: 17°C to 23°C
Sea Temperature: 22°C to 27°C

Co-ordinates:
20° South, 57.5° East

Languages:
English, French, Creole

Time Zone:
GMT + 4/5

Shopping

Restaurant

Beach

Surfing beach

Dolphin watch

Catamaran cruises

Scuba diving

Snorkelling

Big game fishing

Hiking

Golf

Hunting

Casela Nature
& Leisure Park

Riverland Sports Club

Horse riding

Church

School

Hospital

The Master PLan
Two bedroom
apartment
Area in m2
Gross Enclosed Area

90

Balcony

10

Garage/Store

25

External Patio

23

Total

Areas are indicative

148

LOWER FLOOR

Area in m2

Gross Enclosed Area

78

Veranda and Terrace

28

Drying Balcony
Total

a sense
of Privilege
ʻYou gather the idea that Mauritius was
made first and then heaven
and that heaven was copied
after Mauritius.’
Mark Twain

PENTHOUSE
LOWER FLOOR

upper FLOOR

3
109

UPPER FLOOR
Gross Enclosed area
Rear Balcony
Terrace
Total

83
9
11
103

Lower Floor

109

Upper Floor

103

Garage/Store
Total

Areas are indicative

33
245

It’s even more than settling or owning
property in the “Indian Ocean Riviera”; it’s
about realising that Mauritius is a Paradise
Island indeed. When lava surged from the
bowels of the earth for the conception of
the island, a mountain dashed with telluric
force into the sea. Today, the iconic figure of
Le Morne is part of the World’s Cultural
Heritage, a symbol of how the Mauritian
people deal with their past to project
themselves into the future they dream
harmonious and prosperous. Thus Paradise is
enriched with peaceful diversity and makes
privilege something more than one can
afford…

THEPROMOTERS
Sunsetview in Paradise Ltd is in association with the

Bhunjun Group.
Set up in the early 1960’s as pioneers in the fields of
construction and real estate development,
The Bhunjun Group has played a major role in the
development of Mauritius with numerous landmark
projects undertaken on the island.
Professionalism, innovation and the ability to execute
projects in a cost-effective and timely manner are
hallmarks of the Bhunjun Group.
The Group contributed to the following landmark

projects:
• The Esplanade of Caudan Waterfront, Port-Louis

technical team
Project manager
Hooloomann & Associates Ltd
Architect
G+F Architects
Structural Engineers
Servansingh Jadav & Partners

• Voile D’or Resort & Spa, Bel Ombre
• Sofitel Imperial Hotel, Flic en Flac
• The Cyber Tower 1, Ebene
• Swami Vivekananda International
convention Centre, Pailles
• University of Mauritius,Reduit
• Hotel Four Points by Sheraton, Ebene

www.bhunjungroup.com

M & E Engineers
WSP Consulting Engineers
Graphic Concept & Illustrations
Lightworx Communications Ltd
Disclaimer - The contents of this brochure have been prepared in good faith and the Promoters have
made every effort to ensure the accuracy ofi nformation contained herein. However, the Promoters
cannot be held responsible for inaccuracies, omissions and involuntary errors in the contents.
Descriptions, information, photos and the computer-generated images are provided as guides only.
Moreover, the interior decoration and landscaping are based on the artist’s conceptual design and might
not give an exact representation of the real and final view. This information is provided as an indication
only and is not contractually binding by law. Floor plans, master plan and resort amenities and facilities
are subject to change without notice due to ongoing product development.

www.latourelleresidence.mu

